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EPA TAKES ON HYDRAULIC FRACTURING STUDY
Independents drilling in Texas haven’t had to wrangle with as much
resistance to drilling techniques such as hydraulic fracturing as has been
seen in other areas. That’s thanks to a regulatory community that
understands the procedure since it’s already been regulated in Texas for
more than 60 years. However, recently the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) announced that it will begin a new, comprehensive
federal study on hydraulic fracturing soon “to investigate the potential adverse impact that
hydraulic fracturing may have on water quality and public health.” EPA refers to HF as “the
critical and heavily regulated 60-year old technology used to stimulate energy production in 9
Image courtesy of Energy in Depth
out of 10 wells throughout the United States.” Critics, including environmental activists and
small community groups regale with “stories” of hazards, despite no documented incidents of water contamination.
EPA’s website quotes, “To support this initial planning phase and guide the development of the study plan, the agency is
seeking suggestions and comments from the EPA Science Advisory Board (SAB)—an independent, external federal
advisory committee.” TIPRO suggests the EPA reviews the studies already conducted by the IOGCC, and the STRONGER
Task Force’s findings, and the Texas Railroad Commission’s findings, and review the Texas Legislature’s Resolution from
last session which testifies to HF’s safe record. As a matter of fact, the EPA ought to look at its own 2004 study when the
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STATE ISSUES: ANNUAL CONVENTION COVERAGE CONTINUED

EPA continued on page 2

TIPRO’s 64th Annual Convention in Houston last month was one of the Association’s most successful with record attendance
and sponsorships. The positive results were due to dynamic speakers and topics that reflect the timely potential of natural gas
balanced with some of the conflicts surrounding it.
The core issues affecting Texas independents stem from the regulatory, legislative and environmental issues that affect the
daily business conducted by TIPRO members. Reporting on the current status and future ramifications of those issues was
TIPRO Vice President of Public Affairs Donna Warndof. Her presentation reviewed the following:
Election season; State revenues in free fall; State agencies directed to identify 5% cuts; New regional EPA administrator; Texas
lawsuit against EPA; Barnett Shale and drilling moratoriums; TCEQ air emission monitoring; City of Midland drilling ordinance;
and more. Warndof continued with discussion on the Texas Interim Legislative Studies on Energy and Environmental issues as
well as the nuts and bolts of Railroad Commission rulemakings CO2 (HB 2669) and Inactive Wells (HB 2259). TIPRO members
may view the presentation by going to the members-only section at www.tipro.org.
TIPRO Sunset Task Force Report
Last fall, TIPRO representatives traveled across the state gathering input for comments from TIPRO members on the
upcoming Sunset Commission review. The process, so far, has encompassed each Agency submitting its Self-Evaluation Report.
At this juncture, Sunset staff will be soliciting input from stakeholders. That’s where TIPRO’s Sunset Task Force comes in.
The efforts of the meetings, survey of members and analysis provided at the convention has allowed the Association to start
its full-bodied preparation of suggestions for when hearings begin. Agency staffers now are starting to review studies and
recommendations. Next will come Commission Public Hearings after which the Commission will review input and make
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TIPRO’S EVP CORNER

C

oming off the heels of our very successful convention TIPRO stands, yet again, at a crossroads. As
our country looks for ways to move forward out of recession the building blocks of the energy
sector stand ready to be its foundation. It’s not a small contribution the independent producer makes
to the U.S. and Texas economy. It’s challenging to think about how much more we could help forestall the
increased use of foreign sources securing our own energy independence if only we could get more support
in Congress.
To that end, your Association leaders are heading to Washington, D.C. next month to meet with
lawmakers, staffers and legislative venues to state our case. We will be armed with facts and statistics to
educate about the impact our industry has. We will narrate the story of independents as business owners
who can help on many levels to get our country’s boat turned around and heading in a better direction.
Rich Varela
How can this be accomplished?
What our industry needs to help our country is less government regulation and taxation. It’s essential that federal tax policy
support American oil and natural gas development. Recent energy tax legislation has pitted oil and natural gas against other forms
of energy. The Administration’s budget request would eliminate or restrict natural gas and oil tax provisions that have been in
place for decades – those such as EOR and marginal well tax credits; IDCs, depletion allowances; as well as G&G and Section
199 deductions. Regulation of activities such as hydraulic fracturing will only hinder the technology most responsible for
increasing natural gas reserves and production, while restricting a process with no documented incidents of water contamination.
Now that the Obama Administration has won on health care, it’s easy to see that he will use the momentum to further his energy
bill.
The theme of our message in Washington will be to emphasize the value and contributions by the American independent
producer to our economy and energy independence. It’s how we will demonstrate the core of our mission to preserve the ability to
explore and produce oil and natural gas and promote the welfare of our members.

EPA from page 1
Agency itself found no evidence of a relationship between the responsible use of fracturing and potential contamination of
drinking water. The EPA’s approach of duplicating efforts in an apparent quest to seek a different outcome doesn’t ring true as
good stewardship of taxpayer dollars.
Natural Gas Caucus Co-chairmen David Boren (D-OK) and Tim Murphy (R-PA) in explaining hydraulic fracturing to fellow
legislators defended the technique and pointed to studies that did not find any link to groundwater contamination. They added that
the materials used are “well known to those who regulate the process and are managed in a way that eliminates virtually any risk
of those components coming into contact with shallow reservoirs bearing potable water.”
“At the time of unprecedented economic uncertainty, and in a year in which four million Americans lost their jobs, shale gas
exploration represents a proven and powerful engine of economic growth – and one this Congress idles at the peril of those it
represents,” quoted a letter to House members from Boren and Murphy according to The Hill’s Energy & Environment blog by
Jim Snyder.

STATE ISSUES from page 1
recommendations for a final report. From there, the Legislature will consider
recommendations in legislation.
“TIPRO has taken the lead with our information gathering and input so we’re way ahead
of the pack,” said Warndof. The Sunset Task Force Report to convention attendees contains
specific policy issues relating to each agency being reviewed; samples of individual member
comments (anonymously); notes from each of the meetings; as well as the member-survey.
Task Force Co-chair Adrian Acevedo said, “For example with the Railroad Commission,
identified issues include consolidating energy programs, funding and structure of the OFCU,
Donna Warndof, TIPRO VP of Public Affairs
changing from three elected commissioners to one, jurisdiction over gas utilities (common
carriers) are just a few of the many issues being discussed.”
Joe Abel, Task Force Co-chair added, “We want our voice heard regarding each of the agencies being reviewed from TCEQ,
PUC, TXDOT, TWDB, and more.”
TIPRO members may view the Sunset Task Force presentation by going to the members-only section at www.tipro.org.
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THE NATURAL GAS STORY - THE NATION HAS BEEN GIVEN A GIFT BY OUR ENERGY SECTOR. LET’S UNWRAP IT CAREFULLY.
ARTICLE REPRINT FROM THE HOUSTON CHRONICLE, March 13, 2010
If there's a headline from the recent CERAWeek conference here that deserves to be flashed in neon to President Barack Obama and
the rest of the nation, it is this one: “Domestic natural gas is clean, cheap and plentiful — look here for answers, Mr. President, as you
seek energy security.”
Indeed. Natural gas appears to be all those things — and maybe much more. A report by IHS Cambridge Energy Research Associates,
released here last week, confirms that North American gas potential has tripled in just the past three years.
Thanks largely to the opening of large shale gas areas across North America, there are more than 100 years of supplies at current
consumption rates. Daniel Yergin, the respected author and energy analyst and father of CERAWeek, calls this the most significant energy
innovation of the 21st century. But it will reach full potential only if policymakers in Washington are paying attention.
Are they listening? Not closely enough, we would judge. That is the real heavy lifting ahead for natural gas advocates: getting the
message about this plentiful, clean-burning resource to the highest levels of the Obama administration. It is not there yet.
In his address to CERAWeek attendees Tuesday, Energy Secretary Steven Chu was relentlessly on message in advancing the
administration's position that the country must accelerate efforts to wean itself from fossil fuels to be part of a “new industrial revolution.”
And that was the problem, in the view of many in the energy-savvy audience at the industry's premier conference. Chu seemed almost
tone-deaf to the welcome sounds of innovation and revolution echoing from across the oil patch, particularly regarding domestic natural
gas supplies.
With every passing day, it becomes clearer that this transforming supply picture should figure prominently in national energy policy
discussion. Here is why:
Reliability: The newly available gas supplies are not in Iraq, Iran, Venezuela; they can be found in places like Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Colorado, Pennsylvania and New York.
Environment: Natural gas is 50 percent cleaner to burn than coal, which now powers nearly half of our electrical output. Doubling the
use of natural gas and lessening dependence on coal would reduce greenhouse emissions.
National security: Using more domestic gas to replace imports will limit our exposure to politically volatile regimes in Africa and the
Middle East. Conceivably, this could result in significant savings in the national defense budget, eliminating the largely unnoticed defense
surtax paid by American energy consumers for Middle East oil.
Balance of trade: As gas from shale supplies replaces energy imports, it would bring us that much closer to energy independence
while improving our balance of payments situation by literally hundreds of billions of dollars annually.
Jobs, jobs, jobs: Expanding the use of natural gas in this country will create thousands of stable, high-paying jobs in the
exploration, extraction, marketing, transmission and construction areas. That is not to mention the multiplier effects in service sector areas
such as restaurants, entertainment and lodging that promise thousands more jobs.
High technology: This emerging energy story is, at its core, a technology story — and a compelling one. Technology, much of it
created in Houston, has opened up these vast new reserves of natural gas from shale formations. And there may be other opportunities
waiting to be created in related energy areas. Just the other day, New York Times columnist Thomas L. Friedman wrote of two
Indian-American entrepreneurs working on ideas that could be game-changers in the energy area. One is a fuel cell that could turn natural
gas or natural grass into electricity; the other would convert CO2 produced in the coal burning process into concrete or aggregate that
could be used in construction. Who knew?
Compatibility with sustainable energy goals: There is no conflict here. There is, rather, opportunity to use the savings brought by
switching to natural gas to pay our way to a sustainable energy future. This will take time. Technologies for wind and solar are, in most
experts' judgment, years away from meeting more than a small percentage of our energy needs.
Telling this story widely and well in the White House and across Washington's corridors of power is a mission worthy of the best
efforts of the Texas congressional delegation.
We count ourselves among those who need to closely study the changing natural gas supply situation. We have held the view that
natural gas and nuclear power are useful bridges to a new era of sustainable energy.
They are. But they could also be more. As ConocoPhillips CEO James Mulva rightly points out, the large increase in domestic gas
potential, coupled with its clean burn, also makes it worthy of consideration as a preferred fuel over the longer term.
The one caveat, and it is significant, is the potential impact of the process known as fracking on the nation's water supply. Hydraulic
fracturing, or fracking, involves the pumping of water, chemicals and sand into shale formations at high pressure to release the natural gas
trapped in the shale. In most gas-bearing formations, the gas typically is separated from water supplies by several thousand feet. If the job
is done properly, there appears to be a minimum of risk to water supplies. But it must be done properly.
The Obama administration hasn't had a lot of good economic news to celebrate in its year-plus run, but the news about natural gas
looks like it could be the real deal.
Let's take this gift of technological innovation from the country's vibrant, can-do energy sector and unwrap it carefully.
If the questions about impact on water supplies can be answered satisfactorily, and we believe they can, let's use it effectively to create
jobs, lessen dependence on foreign energy, cut our defense costs, change our balance-of-payments picture for the better and make our air
cleaner.
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BARNETT SHALE: INDUSTRY RESPONDS TO PUBLIC CONCERNS
We Texans have heard of the adage -- everything’s bigger in Texas.
That’s because due to our history and resources Texas has always been
unconventional. When it comes to natural gas, unconventional equals
opportunity. As a result of the technologies developed in the Barnett Shale,
the course of energy production has changed for the entire country. With
this new promise has come a new host of issues for locations and
individuals unfamiliar with the E & P industry. Addressing this delicate
balance at TIPRO’s Annual Convention last month were Railroad
Commission Chairman Victor G. Carrillo and Ed Ireland, Executive
Director of the Barnett Shale Energy Education Council. They both spoke
on the topic of: Barnett Shale—Industry Responds to Public Concerns.
“When reviewing
the amount of natural
gas production Texas
provides, our state
Image courtesy of the Texas Railroad Commission
ranks #3 at a level just
under the entire country of Russia,” said Chairman Carrillo. Without Texas, our
country would import 50% of its energy sources, he continued. Oil and gas severance taxes benefit Texas citizens and has provided
$7.6 Billion into our rainy day fund.
“Issues affecting the Barnett Shale in the early years stemmed from production shifting from outlying to urban areas -- impacts
pertained to noise, lighting, safety, truck traffic, water use and water disposal,” said Ireland. “Later issues include air quality relating
to benzene, possible earth quakes, contribution to ozone levels and water issues related to hydraulic fracturing.”
The issues that affect the Barnett Shale area have significance and implications for oil and gas operators statewide and across the
country – even if you’re not presently drilling in the area. “Our group is getting fact-based information out to the community and the
media because the brighter the spotlight the greater the heat.” Please go to www.bseec.org for more details.

CREATING MARKETS FOR NATURAL GAS
Part of the beauty of natural gas is its diverse use. Beyond CNG for transportation use, even more than as an option for electric
generation, it can be utilized in high-efficiency household appliances as well. That's certainly not a claim that can be made by coal,
nuclear or renewable sources. These options for natural gas were discussed in practical terms by a panel of experts at TIPRO's annual
convention in Houston last month. As a demonstration of the wide extent of uses for natural gas the panel brought together Tom Payton
of Occidental Energy Ventures, Corp. to discuss the power sector; Rich Kolodziej, of Natural Gas Vehicles of America to discuss the
transportation sector; and Teri Green of Texas Gas Service to discuss conservation and residential use opportunities. Moderated by
TIPRO's President Walter “Tad” Mayfield, the panel discussion substantiated natural gas' ease of use in homes, on the road and within
the infrastructure of the power grid. Mayfield explained, “Today, we remove obstacles of the use of natural gas, so we can tout the
benefits and get more people using more natural gas in more ways.”
The worldwide number of vehicles running on natural gas has grown from 2.8 million in 2003 to 11.1 million today commented
Kolodziej. Pakistan is the country where growth of the natural gas vehicle market has grown the most with 3,000 filling stations for
more than 2 million vehicles. Even though the U.S. has some of the most robust natural gas reserves, we stand at only 120,000
vehicles that use natural gas of the 220 million vehicles in the country today. We need to bolster fleet markets, transit/school buses,
taxis, light-use trucks and more he urged. “We must lift the barriers by promoting natural gas with its abundant supply, the fact that it
has less pollutants than gasoline and diesel, and educate that NGV's offer a ‘here-and-now technology,’” said Kolodziej. He
encouraged TIPRO members to support natural gas caucuses, pro-natural gas legislation, and more technological research so
conversion can be convenient for companies and individuals. “Government policy makers are finally recognizing the value of NGVs,”
he said. For more details, go to www.ngvamerica.org.
Regarding electric power generation, Payton explained how natural gas benefits the power “grid” with its low cost, flexibility, and
how it can “swing by half or more in minutes" which provides a responsiveness that wind and solar can't duplicate. “Natural gas power
generation is clearly the most economic overall compared to other sources because it's efficient, clean, reliable, requires less
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CREATING MARKETS from page 4
transmission, is the most flexible and is the most beneficial to the state
and economy” said Payton. He pointed out a chart that demonstrated
how Texas already uses natural gas for 50% of its electricity usage mix
as part of the Texas State Energy Plan thus providing much savings for
Texans. He urged TIPRO members to get out and spread the good story
of natural gas because natural gas is, and will continue to be, the right
answer for power generation as a base, as a back-up and for new
markets.”
Texas Gas Service promotes natural gas use for commercial and
home use for furnaces, water heaters, appliances such as washers,
dryers, ranges, and more -- even CNG home-re-fueling units. With
1,000 people per day re-locating to Texas, we have a hearty market in
construction, and renovation that leads the country Green pointed out.
By focusing on the benefits of natural gas availability and use, Texans
can save money and conserve energy using high efficiency appliances and take advantage of “green” incentives. With Congress
appropriating $300 million nationwide to support state rebate programs for residential ENERGY STAR appliance products, Texas
Gas Service can help its customers and the bottom line using natural gas resources.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS


Scott Abel, BlueRock Energy Capital  Tahir Ahmad, PetroPower LLC  Nancy Ashby, Pitts Oil Company, LLC 
Bernard B. Athey, Jr., Looper Reed & McGraw, P.C.  Stephen P. Ballantyne, Ballantyne Oil & Gas, Inc.  George P.
Banitch, Dallas Production Inc.  Paula Beasley, Linn Energy, LLC  Brian Benge, Dallas Production, Inc.  Ryan Benge,
Dallas Production, Inc.  Michael Blachly, Looper Reed & McGraw  Robert G. Bracewell, PennPacific Onshore, LLC 
Michael J. Byrd, Baker & McKenzie  William R. Byrd, RCP Inc.  Kay Castle, EGL Resources Inc. Barbara Chapman,
Dallas Production, Inc.  Michael Cooper, Looper Reed & McGraw PC  A. Gail Crawford, Crawford Hughes Energy  Bud
DeCoste, Schlumberger  Jimmy Del Toro, Independent  Rebecca Dozier, Green Bank, N.A.  Joan Dunlap, Petrohawk
Energy  Jean W. Durdin, Parkway Chevrolet  Mark Ellis, Linn Energy, LLC  Grant A. Farris, Cima Energy, Ltd. 
Melinda Faust, DrillingInfo Inc.  John Fenstermaker, Fenstermaker  Page S. Foshee, PennPacific Onshore, LLC  Sarah
Gainer, Chesapeake Energy Corporation  Bob Ganczak, Fenstermaker  Andrew E. Gary  Coster Gerard, Gerard Royalty
Partnership  Mark Goloby, TC Technologies  Jonathan R. Grammer, Grammer Land & Exploration  Robert E. Gresham,
Gresham Ventures  Ana Hargrove, CenterPoint Energy  Adam Haynes, Chesapeake Energy Corporation  Jay Heltzel,
Panther Energy Company, LLC  Austin Henley, Patton Boggs LLP  David P. Henry, The Henry Firm, P.C.  Mark
Hillegeist, National Energy & Trade, LP  Nathan N. Hudson  Chris Hughes, Parkway Chevrolet  Mirijana Jelovic, Pitts
Oil Company, LLC  Peter Joslin, Venoco, Inc.  Patrick Kennedy, ABCO Capital Corporation  Richard L. Krueger,
National Energy & Trade, LP  Tom Leary, Pitts Oil Company, LLC  Peter Margolis, Initial Energy Services, LLC  Harold
McGowen, Navidad Resources  Jamin McNeil, Linn Energy, LLC  Tim McShane, Bentek Energy LLC  Alan Morgan,
Dallas Production, Inc. James Ormisto, Looper Reed & McGraw PC  David Rottin, Linn Energy, LLC  Stuart Royal,
Wellkeeper  Tiffany Sellers, Pitts Oil Company, LLC  Taylor Shinn, Chesapeake Energy Corporation  Flavious Smith, Jr.,
Forestar Minerals LLC  Danny Spaulding, Southwestern Energy  Gayle Stanton, Pitts Oil Company, LLC  James
Tillman, Texas Oil Investments  James A. Tramuto, Southwestern Energy Production Company  James Turvey, Chart Inc. Nexgen Fueling  Arden Walker, Linn Energy, LLC  David Weaver, Weaver Oil  Jeff Weems, Harrison, Bettis, Staff,
McFarland & Weems, L.L.P.  Michael Wellbaum, Teague Nall and Perkins, Inc.  Tim White, Schlumberger Thomas W.
Wood, High Sierra Sertco, LLC 

TUESDAY, APRIL 6, 2010
IPAA/TIPRO Leaders in Industry Luncheon
Featuring Guest Speaker Scott Richardson,
Co-Founding Principal RBC Richardson Barr.
11:30 a.m. at the Houston Petroleum Club.
Visit www.tipro.org or www.ipaa.org
for registration details.

Calendar of Events
MAY 4, 2010
KILGORE— TIPRO
East Texas Mixer,
East Texas Oil Museum &
Meadowbrook Country
Club. For info visit
www.tipro.org

JUNE 9, 2010
HOUSTON— IPAA/TIPRO
Leaders in Industry
Luncheon, 11:30 a.m.
Houston Petroleum Club.
For info call 512.477.4452

SAVE THE DATE
AUGUST 12-13, 2010

TIPRO’s Summer Conference & Golf Tournament
Hyatt Hill Country Resort
San Antonio, Texas
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THE GLOBAL MARKETPLACE FOR SURPLUS ENERGY EQUIPMENT
PRESENTATION BY BOYD HEATH, PRESIDENT OF NETWORK INTERNATIONAL FROM TIPRO'S ANNUAL CONVENTION
With current economic conditions, the industry is coping with low
prices, layoffs, and losses. How can industry predict when and where
an uptake may occur? Boyd Health, President of Network International,
provided his forecast analysis at TIPRO's convention last month based
on gauging oil and gas equipment and service costs. Heath's
presentation, “Looking Back and Moving Forward” utilizes research
from small and large independents and the majors; service providers
and equipment manufacturers; steel mills, pipe distributors; equity
analysts and industry publications.
“There's a delicate balance between vendor survival and market
pricing,” Heath commented. “A year ago, generally all equipment
markets were declining. When the rig count is up, equipment
inventories are down. Price increases in some areas (certain pipe
size/weight/grade) counter-balance where some areas remain soft (onshore wellhead). A year ago, generally all equipment markets
were declining, but today, major price declines are behind us and markets are stable to up.”
Heath makes his forecast based on review of key indicators such as global GDP growth and Industrial Demand; weather and gas
inventories; capacity and utilization (equipment inventory levels) as well as E&P vendor contract negotiations and re-negotiations. In
addition, his unique perspective on the nuances of the marketplace also involve considerations other might overlook such as iron ore
fines, scrap steel; and aluminum used in castings, risers, alloy, and pipe fittings. Fluctuations in these types of commerce account for
up and down variations -- precious metal spot prices such as nickel used in tubing, alloy wellheads, stainless steels, heat exchangers,
piping, valves, etc. There's also copper spot prices used in copper wiring and transformers; and zinc spot prices used in primers and
powders.
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TIPRO THANKS OUR CONVENTION SPONSORS FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT

